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A TIME TO REFLECT AND REDEDICATE 
 

Ten months ago, the year was just beginning. The national government had previously targeted 
immigrants as the pre-eminent threat to its plan to “Make America Great Again,” but voters had 
dismissed that administration. The new one was about to take office with slender majorities in the 
House and Senate to carry out its program. 
 

For millions of immigrants and their allies it was a program full of hope. Hope for financial aid and an 
extended moratorium on evictions for those who lost employment during the pandemic. An 
expanded pathway to citizenship that could mean “undocumented workers – a significant part of the 
workforce -- would no longer be “undocumented,” underpaid, and unprotected. And, major 
proposals to invest in physical and human infrastructure that could begin to level an economy tilted 
toward the wealthy few. 
 

Ah, those were the days. But now, as the new administration has focused on its agenda, resistance 
has emerged in many forms. Massive new aid programs were only partially accessible for immigrants. 
Key infrastructure and social service proposals are at risk along with legislation to protect voting 
rights and end dependence on fossil fuels. Few in D.C. are still talking about a pathway to citizenship, 
and treatment of asylum seekers is difficult to differentiate from treatment by the last 
administration.  
 

President Biden’s approval rating has become the lowest in decades at this point in a presidential 
term. His party’s slim Congressional majority is now splintered and unpredictable. Granted, it is less 
than a year into Biden’s term. Conditions may change for the better. Or they may not. 
 

Time to draw some lessons here at UIDN. Our task remains: to support to Ulster County’s immigrant 
community. Here, as elsewhere across the U.S., immigrant families remain at risk on many fronts. 
Employment is frequently uncertain; pay rates are low; and access to most forms of social insurance 



is severely limited. In addition, rents are unaffordable, so many families are doubling up as the supply 
of housing gets ever tighter. For those seeking asylum, these challenges are topped off by lengthy 
and expensive legal processes and hearings in NYC. The threat of arbitrary deportation also looms. 
 

For more than four years UIDN volunteers and donors have rallied to support our immigrant friends. 
However, if we thought, back in January, that substantial change at a national level was just around 
the corner, now we know better: UIDN services will be needed for the indefinite future. We’ve been 
thinking long and hard about how to continue developing UIDN as a resource for the long haul. 
 

Since UIDN’s inception, we have prided ourselves on doing all our work without paid staff but as 
the needs before us have grown, we have determined that we need at least some paid staff. 
UIDN volunteers have always included members of the Latinx community, and as we work to 
increase UIDN’s reach we rely on them, those we serve, and our new Community Advisory Board 
to set UIDN’s direction and assess our efforts. Our vision is that UIDN will increasingly become a 
community-led organization of and by the immigrant community. 
 

UIDN’S WEEKLY WEDNESDAY FOOD PANTRY IS GOING STRONG 
 

Our Wednesday free food pantry at Holy Cross/Santa Cruz Episcopal Church, 30 Pine Grove Ave., 
Kingston, is lately serving 130-140 families per week with fresh produce and other staples to help 
keep meals on family tables. Autumn typically sees a decline in outdoor work and income. This year a 
major local employer in the food processing industry closed adding to the loss of income for many 
families. 
 

The food pantry itself is a weekly moment when members of the immigrant community and UIDN 
volunteers gather in a familiar place. Food and home goods are available and information is 
exchanged about other needs, for apartments and furnishings, for instance, -- needs that we try to 
address. 
 
Donors have provided bicycles, bike helmets, and wheeled shopping carts. All are still needed. With 
the end of the growing season, in-kind donations from area farms will diminish the pantry’s food 
supply and we will depend more heavily on individual donations and grants. If you can help with any 
of these or with furnishings, please contact Leslie Gallagher, lilacless2@yahoo.com. We also help 
delivering used furnishings – both vehicles and labor. 
 

YES, NYS APPROVED SUPPORT TO EXCLUDED WORKERS; NOW THERE’S A WAITING LIST 
 

The COVID-inspired moratorium on evictions was a necessary, but insufficient, response to the plight 
of millions who could not pay their rent and utilities. The Biden administration pushed through a 
massive federal rent assistance plan (ERAP), but it excluded many, including lots of recent 
immigrants.  
 

New York State’s legislature heeded the call of many advocates, including UIDN, and passed a 
massive Excluded Workers Fund, assigning its management to the Department of Labor. DOL took a 
long time to develop procedures and appoint local partners. Once the application process opened, 
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UIDN and other groups mobilized eligible applicants. The funds were quickly allocated. While 
advocates seek more state funding, DOL has created a waiting list. 
 

RENT AND UTILITIES SUPPORT CONTINUES AT UIDN 
 

UIDN rent and utilities support to families during Covid has been substantial. Since fall 2020, our Rent 
and Utilities Team has assisted 219 households with over $161,000 (much of it grant-funded) toward 
rent payments. As cooler weather arrives, UIDN’s expenditures for rent and utilities are starting to 
rise again. This is due to the housing shortage, rent increases, drops in seaonal jobs, newcomers 
arriving from the border to live with family and friends in Ulster County, and increased heating costs. 
 

While the NY moratorium on evictions remains in effect, rental assistance helps recipients with 
reduced income to lower their ultimate liability, but that still leaves an unpaid balance for most. 
Additionally, gentrification leads many landlords to increase rents or otherwise press tenants to leave 
so that the property can be sold or renovated for higher revenue. 
 

Our immigrant friends’ access to affordable housing is particularly threatened by such tactics. 
Proposed legislation at the state, county, and local levels to prohibit eviction without “good cause” 
would prevent upheaval of households that are using rental property responsibly. “Good cause,” or 
“right to renew,” legislation prohibits arbitrary increases in rent or other tactics to force responsible 
tenants to leave. Such legislation is an imperative safeguard in a time of housing scarcity. 
 

SCHOOLS ARE OPEN & IN PERSON. TIME TO REINVENT OUR TUTORING EFFORT 
 

With mandatory masking and modified social distancing in place, all Ulster County public schools are 
now open. Frequent remote instruction last school year was a seriously costly strategy, from the 
perspective of effective teaching and learning. The costs were especially high for immigrant children 
learning in a new language, as these students lost the incidental value of spending a full day in an 
English-speaking environment. These same students also experienced internet access problems from 
their homes. 
 

Pre-COVID, UIDN had a tutoring program and a dynamic after-school program in Kingston, and an 
online tutoring program, Reading Together, that was underway in New Paltz. Then, when COVID hit, 
the Kingston after-school program was terminated. Some Kingston volunteers shifted to individual 
tutoring, and New Paltz volunteers were able to continue their online tutoring sessions. 
 

Right now, immigrant children continue to need more help to advance their language skills so they 
can fully master the English-based learning objectives appropriate to their ages. To this end, the 
Kingston City School District (KCSD) has initiated a weekly, Monday-Thursday, after-school program 
for middle school students learning in English as a new language. 
 

If you would like to help middle school students (grades 5-8) at Bailey or Miller Middle School in a 
school-based, after-school setting, contact UIDN volunteer Jeanette Baggot, 
pacificbluedragon@gmail.com. She will answer your questions and guide you through the KCSD 
application process. 
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COURTS REOPEN TO HEAR ASYLUM SEEKERS 
 

When UIDN began, a major focus was ensuring that our friends, had the means to keep their periodic 
appointments with ICE for biometric check-ins in the Bronx and with the federal immigration court 
system located at 26 Federal Plaza in lower Manhattan. To meet this need, we began a 
Transportation and Accompaniment program, in private cars with volunteer drivers; shortly after this, 
we recognized that we needed to hire paid drivers to transport our friends to these appointments. 
 

Then, came COVID. The courts (actually, administrative agencies run like courts) shut down for 
reasons of public health, delaying indefinitely the disposition of their cases. However, in September, 
the courts reopened utilizing a different protocol. In the past, appearances were scheduled well in 
advance so that applicants could confer with attorneys and gather required documentation.  
 
Now, the reopened courts, faced with large backlogs of cases, plus many new arrivals, are giving 
applicants very short notice for their appearances. The lawyers they would need to consult are also in 
short supply. For UIDN, the reopening has meant finding additional drivers and raising funds for 
increased travel expenses as we pivot from months of making no trips to the Bronx and lower 
Manhattan to now making 10 or more trips each week. 
 

If you are interested in volunteering with the Transportation and Accompaniment Team, please 
contact Sara@sarahenderson.com. 
 

SPREAD THE WORD: WE ARE LOOKING TO HIRE OUR FIRST PAID STAFF MEMBER 
 

As proud as we are that UIDN’s work has always been done by volunteers, the time has come to shift 
gears: we are looking to hire a part-time case manager/administrative assistant to help us keep up 
with the challenges of this work. Readers of UPDATE can help spread  the word about this position. 
 

We seek someone who is bilingual in English and Spanish and who has had extensive engagement 
with the Latinx immigrant community in Ulster County. You can find the qualifications and application 
procedure here on UIDN’s website. 
 

AS WE SAID AT THE START… 
 

UIDN’s mission won’t be accomplished quickly or rendered out-of-date by some national initiative. 
We are in this work for the long haul, building our capacity as we go. Thank you for your part in this 
project; for staying informed through the UPDATE, Facebook, Twitter, and our website; for donating 
when and what you can; and for volunteering your time and talent. 
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